Town of Crystal Bay
Hockman Creek Road Work Community Input Hearing
Minutes
April 21th, 2021
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Attendance: David Hove, Heidi Hove, Colby Abazs, Carolyn Hauck, Roger
Nordstrom, Tim Haselow, George Anderson, Matias Valero, Tim Burns Lake
County SWCD, Terra, John Edgar
Meeting Opened at 7pm on Zoom.
Lake County SWCD introduced the proposed project. They highlighted the
importance of this project to improve the movement ability of the trout in the
Hockman Creek and that this work will be a grant funded improvement to the
Finland community.
Carolyn shared a concern about summer plans having already been made by
effected residents and suggests that moving it to summer 2022 would give
everyone more time to plan accommodations and adjustments.
Roger shared a question about the length of time needed and how there is no
alternate access to the affected section of Breezy Lane. Also knowing in advance
so that any building materials needed can be brought over.
Tim(SWCD) creating a driveable bypass to get to folks homes would be highly
cost prohibitive and so there is an interest in figuring out an alternative way for
folks to park on the outlet side of the construction and walk, atv… over the
construction to one’s home.
Tim I would want a good place to park away from the construction vehicles and
then would be happy to walk across to my home.
John asks if both sites would be worked on at the same time. Also
Matias answered that the ideal would be to have them done in sequence but all
options are being considered.
Colby the Town Board has been actively involved in the planning so far and
intends to continue to work with this project to make sure that residents' needs
are met and the project is able to move forward.
Matias the earliest the closers could start is mid August and if there are delays it
is likely the project wouldn’t commence until summer 2022.
David and Heidi expressed a need to have somewhere to store canoes or side
by sides so that they could be accessed during the closures.
Tim Cell # 218-491-5916
Meeting closed at 8 pm.

